Clayaround now has Fimo Soft, Effect and
Classic
One of the reasons we had to get some Fimo as soon as possible is because I am going to be at
Sandra McCaws workshop on 23 and 24 January 2010 (See Helen Coxs blog:
http://www.polymerplaydays.blogspot.com so that you can book) Sandra works with Fimo
Classic and the workshop looks as if it is going to be very special. Her cane is quite spectacular:

By the end of the workshop you, too, will be able to make canes like this!
---------------------------------ClayAround has had some wonderful feedback posted: http://njdminiatures.blogspot.com/ (do
look at Vickys blog)
She wrote:
On Saturday (amidst much sniffling, coughing and spluttering) I came to a grinding halt with one of the
commissions I am working on. A total lack of brown and yellow Kato! Problem... no shop within a hundred miles
(that I am aware of) sells the stuff... another problem... I need to pay by paypal... Solution... how delighted was I
when I stumbled upon Clayaround? They accept paypal, I got an email from a REAL person to tell me when my
order was going to be dispatched... AND... my order arrived the day after dispatch (and thats with the horrendous
mess that Royal Mail is in at the mo').
From what I can tell they are a relatively new shop, they sell Kato, SculpeyIII, Premo and Studio. But there is a note
on there saying that they will also be stocking Fimo. The prices are the same as the other non-paypal accepting
stores in the UK that I have bought from in the past, and whats more... if you spend over 30... you qualify for FREE
shipping! I'll definitely be buying from them again :)

Isnt that nice?
--------------------------------------------And those of you that are beginners or want to inprove your skills, if you haven't found it yet,
have you looked at Cindys site? www.beadsandbeading.co.uk It is packed with information
and advice, and has developed into quite a community.
As part of the continuing determination to make people aware of polymer clay a number of
Cindys girls from the UK met in Manchester last month, and again at the NEC craft show this

month to discuss ways in which we can promote claying. We came up with some ideas but do
you have more? If so, share them on our blog which
is http://polyclayaddicts.blogspot.com/2009/11/promoting-polymer-claying.html
-------------------------------So lots to do until you hear from me again. Do pop into http@//www.clayaround.com regularly
to see whats new. We are adding stock all the time. And let me know what you want to see on
sale there. Email me on letmeknow@clayaround.com Thanks.
----------------------------------If you do what you always did, you will get what you always got If you want to develop and
improve - do something different!

